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In my own opinion peace is a kind of love, people loving and respects
each other. Peace means no war happens or misunderstandings happen. Having peace is
important to us, because peaces is a key of loving, caring and respect each other. Human
rights in my own opinion is the people who have rights or authority to punished the
people who were abused in our country. Human rights it is a rights of others, of us, and
every individuals, in the sense that everyone have rights for being human, and to be a
human to have rights.
Only to the people who are unafraid to try, have courage, determination to exert
effort, strength and to accomplish what they have started out to do can have an
achievement in life. Peace is the conciliation of an individuality that bring to us harmony
in our country. Peace begins with love, because through the greatest love that overwhelm
to us we obtained peace and harmony. When we talk about love; it contains respect,
kindness, mercy, sincere, helpful, and patient. Through these kinds of behavior it evolves
in every person to overwhelm in the mind of every people to make it negotiate and
conciliation to obtain Independence and Liberty. When we say peace and freedom it
includes also human rights because peace and human rights definitely it goes together
wherever they are…..Just like a girlfriend and a boyfriend, the Quotations said, I will go
with you wherever you go dead or alive as long as we go together. We have to different
the peace and human rights. Peace is the state existing during the absence of war, a treaty
marking the end of a war, a state of harmony between people or groups. Human right is
the rights of individuals to liberty, justice, etc.
Peace and Human Right in the future in the Philippines are in the hands of the
voters and the candidate voters are urged to think carefully about the candidate, and
choose not only on popularity but based on the commitment and vision of the candidate,
building peace, ending armed conflict and rebellion while addressing the root cause of
such conflict, and for promoting, protecting and fulfilling human rights. These education
activities will ensure effective training methodologies and raise the capability of teachers
in integrating HR and Peace in the various subject areas in the secondary school
curriculum. To ensure that teacher-trainees are constantly updated on HR and Peace
concepts and issues, Phil Rights periodically provides them with education and
information materials.
In omitting the peace from human rights, in these case when the peace are absent
and only human rights are implemented the system of the law of government is unbalance
and there is a tendency can causes trouble, struggle and getting misunderstanding of
individuals privacy. In omitting the human rights from peace, in these case we can
considered there is freedom and Independence but there is something wrong that lack to
the system of government, and we can see it, it is also unbalance. On these case usually
happened with the people in the high position of government. Even now in our time, yes!
we can considered our law is complete, there is peace and human right and our system of
government are balance. But the question is…what would happen to our community?
Many people tortured and put to death without enough justice to protect them. Why?
Where is the justice? Because they think they are in the highest position and nobody can
stop them of their evil deeds. The people always cried out, where is the justice and human
right? It’s gone because it’s gobble up by the devil crocodile.
Just imagine the crocodile when they are hungry, do you think there is mercy on
there mind? NO. We can consider these people as a crocodile. On these kinds of people

we can say as selfish and without mercy. They didn’t think that the people they tortured it
is important also in our surrounding and there is someone who love them, waiting them,
and they needed also freedom and liberty just like them. They didn’t really realized how
valuable the life of people and how worthy to us. Actually, the people only know to get
the life of people but unfortunately and definitely they didn’t know how to give back the
life of men. Yes! We can consider also the scientist, they can give life but the question is!
They are normal alive just like GOD give to us? NO. GOD give life to us completely
while scientist can give life but not normal, why? Just imagine their invented robot, do
you really think it’s a normal? NO. Actually, nobody can give life except GOD the
almighty Father in Heaven. Love is not controlled by feelings. It does not do anything
and everything it feels. Rather, in true love, the feelings are under the control of principle.
Peace and Human Right in the future in the Philippines are in the hands of the voters and
the candidate voters are urged to think carefully about the candidate, and choose not only
on popularity but based on the commitment and vision of the candidate, building peace,
ending armed conflict and rebellion while addressing the root cause of such conflict, and
for promoting, protecting and fulfilling human rights. These education activities will
ensure effective training methodologies and raise the capability of teachers in integrating
HR and Peace in the various subject areas in the secondary school curriculum. To ensure
that teacher-trainees are constantly updated on HR and Peace concepts and issues, Phil
Rights periodically provides them with education and information materials.

People Sacrifice to Obtain Peace and Human Rights;
As we imagine many people they didn’t really realized how valuable the past
events that they contribute to us for our better future, in our generations but mostly they
rejected. They didn’t realized how worthy their good deeds in our heroes, as we know,
they sacrifice everything in their life for the sake of their greatest love to obtained peace
and justice in our country. As we know the history of their time, oppression, tortured, and
killing are always seen in their surroundings. Many people put to death without enough
justice. Ancient people they are using a King to rule their kingdom. The king is the law or
dictatorship while in our present time we are using now a President or Prime Minister to
be a leader in every country. The system or form of government we are always followed
by a Presidential Decree. In making a law they have two; Jurisdiction and Legislative.
Jurisdiction means the right or power to administer justice and to apply law; the exercise
or extend of such right or power; authority in general administration of justice.
Legislative means law making, parliamentary, congressional, judicial, ordaining, law
making, judicial. These two are the making of the law in our present time. While the
devil delights to lead in brokenness, heartache, and sorrow, Christ enjoys guiding, healing,
peace and joy.
In the beginning of life the men are in precious life but it sad to say, the devil
crooked in every mind of men, destroyed the divine mercy and holiness of men. So, in
these point begin with Adam and Eve in Eden, just of their sin, they abandoned and exile
from Garden of Eden. And after that they started the life with pain, sorrow, worries,
unhappy family, disgusted life. But they have only to do is to pursue to live even the
harmonies of life is gone in order to receive their punishment that they have done. It is
followed by their children Cain and Abel. These two child of Adam and Eve are hard
working, diligent, helpful but unfortunately there is something already that can interject
on there mind which is bad behavior that behind of them. But on the behavior bad and
devil that contains on their mind they have choices also to choose which the best for them
to select, the devil or good. Cain made burn sacrifice to GOD with the profit on his field
and Abel made also burn sacrifice with the profit on his garden and animals. Base on the
story on the Bible, Abel burn sacrifice accepted by GOD while Cain is not. So, Cain feel
angry, jealous, bad tempered. In that time Abel slain by Cain in the presence of GOD.
So, the murdered begun and the filthy bloody also started.

Question is! Why Cain slain his own brother in the presence of GOD? In my own
understanding base with the story on the Bible, Lucifer always make a trap to fall a
people into death because in direct word, Lucifer didn’t want to see that there is can avail
the salvation that GOD give to us. It is yielding to temptation in thought, word or action
that constitutes sin. So, after the life of Adam and Eve, many years had been past people
also multiplied, multiplied and multiplied until become great multitude of people. On this
case it sprung up also the suffering, pain, sorrow, tortured, oppression and put to death
without any exact reason.

